
NUTCRACKER 2016 

 

TRAINEE COSTUME NEEDS 

 

 
Dear Parent and Dancer, 

 

The following is a list of costume accessories you will be responsible for, and may need to provide for 

the upcoming performance.  Please make sure to obtain these materials in a timely manner.  While we 

have made every effort to alert local dance stores of these requirements, they do get sold out quickly.   

 

During your costume fitting, Wardrobe will let you know which of the following items are required for 

your role, if any. There are times when costume pieces change (shoes, trunks, etc.); RCB makes every 

effort to supply last minute changes however, sometimes it is the responsibility of the dancer to make 

sure they are prepared. We will notify you immediately if any changes occur; and what the dancer may 

be responsible for supplying. 

 

Please have all required items prior to theater week. 

 

Thank you! 

RCB Wardrobe 

 

THONG 

Required for Snow Corps, Flower Corps, Merlitons, & any other role wearing a tutu  

 

COMPANY EARRINGS 

Required for Snow Corps, Flower Corps, Merlitons, Italian, Chinese Corps, Archangels 

Company Earrings are purchased through our main office. Please see Kathy Kittelberger, Wardrobe 

Mistress. 

 

POINTE SHOE PANCAKE 

Mehron Strablend Cake Makeup  

Color:  Soft Peach 

Approximate Cost: $9.95 

 

All dancers performing en pointe are required to pancake their pointe shoes – there are no exceptions! 

It takes a minimum of 24 hours for pancaked shoes to dry. Dancers are not permitted on the 

stage in wet shoes as it is hazardous to you and other dancers! Please plan appropriately and 

prepare your shoes ahead of time! 

 

Upon request the wardrobe department will direct each dancer on how to take care of their shoes.  If 

you have pancaked your shoes in the past to match your skin tone, this will be different. We will be 

using the same color as the shoe in order to lessen their shine, not change their color.  

 

 

 


